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Abstract. By an Alexandrov lattice we mean a S normal lattice J? of subsets

of an abstract set X , such that the set of ¿'-regular countably additive bounded

measures, denoted by MR(rj, Sf), is sequentially closed in the set of SC-

regular finitely additive bounded measures on the algebra generated by S?,

i.e., if ßn £ MR(rj, 2?) and p„ -, p. (weakly) then p. e MR(rj, £?) .

For a pair of lattices 3\ C 3t in X sufficient conditions are indicated to

determine when 5C\ Alexandrov implies that S^ is also Alexandrov and vice

versa. The extension of this situation is given where T: X —» Y , 3\ and ¿2

are lattices of subsets of X of Y respectively, and 7* is -25 - .¿2 continuous.

1. Introduction

Alexandrov's fundamental theorem [1] states that if 2C is a à normal lattice

of subsets of a set X and if S? is also complement generated (completely

normal), then pn £ MR(ff, J") and p„ ^+ p, where p £ MR(Jz?), imply
p £ MR(ct , Sf) (see below for definitions). A different proof of this appears in

[4] as well as in [6] where it is proved for the case of the lattice of zero sets of

a completely regular topological space.

Our aim here is to consider other lattices that have this fundamental Alexan-

drov property; such lattices will be called Alexandrov lattices. In particular, we

will consider the situation of two lattices Sfx, Sfi of subsets of X such that

-21 C S?2 and will determine conditions under which 2[ is Alexandrov implies

Sf2 is Alexandrov and conversely. We will also consider the case of two sets

X and Y and appropriate lattice mappings between them and subsequently

adjoint mappings in order to determine further Alexandrov lattices. Our termi-

nology and notation are consistent with [1,2]. For the reader's convenience,

we will repeat several special notations and the lattice terminology needed in

this paper.

2. Definitions and notations

Let X be a set and Sf be any lattice of subsets of X. We shall always assume
that tp, X £ ¿2?. We use the following notation: R for the real numbers,

x for the general element of X, 2l(^) for the smallest algebra containing

2f, (¡{ST) for the smallest cr-algebra containing S?, è{5f) for the smallest
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¿-lattice containing S?, x{S?) for the smallest t-lattice containing 2, and

si^f) for the Souslin sets determined by 3?. ôiS?) is the set of all f]L¡

with Li £ 2C, i = 1,2, ... . If 5? is closed under countable intersections,

then S? is à or a ¿-lattice. 2 is complemented if A g 21 implies A' £ 2
where A! = X - A . 2" is the class of all complements of Jzf'-sets, i.e., 3" =

{L': L £ 2} . 2? is complement generated if A £ 2 implies A — {\A\ where

AieS?, ¿=1,2,....
2 is disjunctive if for any A g 2 and x & A there exists a B £ 2 such

that x £ B and ^4 n 5 = 0 . i? is countably paracompact (c.p.) if ^„ G S?
and An I tp imply there exist Bn£2' such that ¿4„ c ¿?Á and B'n [ cp.

Let J2?î and ,¿2 be two lattices of subsets of X and 2\ c22. 2\ semisep-

arates (s.s.) S?i if for every A £ 3\ and i? g =22, An B = 0 implies there

exists a C £ *&\ such that B c C and ^4 n C = 0 ; =2f separates S?2 if for
all y4,ÄG^2, Af)B = 0 implies there exist C, D G -2f such that A c C,
B c D, CnD = 0. ^2 is-S^ countably paracompact if for every An £ S?2 ,

An I <fi imply there exist B„ £ J¿\ such that An c B'n and B'n [ <j>. Sf2 is -2Î
countably bounded (c.b.) if for all An £ 22 , A„ [ tf> imply there exist Z?„ G =2¡
such that ¿a,, c /?„ and Bn I 4>.

A function f:X —► R U {±00} is ^-continuous if /_1(C) G J? for every

closed set C c i? U {±00}. The algebra of all Sf continuous function is

denoted by C(.S?) ; the algebra of bounded continuous functions is denoted by

Q,(J?). The set whose general element is a zero set of Jz? is denoted by ZíSf) ;

Z eZiS?) iff Z = f~x(0) for some ^-continuous function /. A measure on

2l(J?) is a finitely additive bounded real-valued set function. M<5f) denotes

the set of all measures on 2l(J?). A measure p is said to be cr-smooth on £? if

for every An £ 5?, An [ <f> imply piAn) —► 0. A measure p £ M(-2*) is said to

be 2"'-regular if for every A £ 2t(^) and every e > 0, there exists an L £ 2

such that L c A and \piA) - piL)\ < e . The set whose general element is an
element of 2, which is cr-smooth on Sf, is denoted by M(o, 2). Moreover,

we use the notation MR(ct , S?) = MR(^) n M {a, -2"). The set of all measures

such that píA) = {0,1} for every A £ %í¿¡?) and piX) = 1 is denoted by
KJ?). The set of all {0, l}-valued ^-regular measures is denoted by IR(J?),

i.e., IR(^) = \{S?) n MR(^).
For the restriction of v £ MR(^) to 2t(-2t ), we adopt the notation v\^ , or

simply, vI. Note that if v £ MR(^) and if 2\ s.s. SC2 , then v\ £ MR(^t).
We conclude this section with the following general extension theorem and

state for reference Alexandrov's Representation Theorem (A.R.T).

Theorem 2.1 [4]. Let S?x and 22, -2Î c 22, be two lattices of subsets of X.
Then, any measure p £ MRL2[) can be extended to a v, v £ MR(.2t), and if

S?x separates -2| then v is unique. If p £ MR(ct, 2\) and S^ is É[ countably

paracompact or countably bounded, then v £ MR(ct , ¿¿?2).

Theorem (Alexandrov) [lb]. Let Jz? be a ô normal lattice. Then the conjugate

space CbiSf)' of C^iSC) is MR(Jz?). In more details: To every bounded linear

functional <I> there corresponds a unique p £ MR(J") such that <!>(/) = / f dp

with ||<E>|| = \p\ ■ The positive and negative parts of Q> correspond to those of
p. Furthermore, if <t> is nonnegative, then VA £ Jz?, piA) = infO(/) where

inf is taken over all f in C^Jz?) such that Xa < f < I, where Xa is the

characteristic function of A.
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3. Alexandrov lattices

We can topologize MR(_?) with the weak (*) topology as follows: If pa e

MR(i?) then pa converges to p in the weak topology if and only if / fdpa

converges to / f dp, V/ G Cb(2). In other words, we write

pa e MR(i?),        Pa^P^ ! fdpa -, ffdp   for all / G Cbi2).

Let 2 be ô normal and complement generated (completely normal) lattice

of subsets of X. Then, Alexandrov's Fundamental Theorem [lb, 4] states that

MR(cr, 2) is weakly sequentially closed in MR(2?), i.e., if pn G MR(cr, 2)

and pn ^* p, then p g MR(ct , 2).

Definition. A 6 normal lattice 2 of subsets of X is said to be an Alexandrov

lattice if pn £ MR(cr, 2) and pn -^ p, where p £ MR(_?), imply p e
MR(er, 2).

Proposition 3.1. Let 2\ and 22, 2x c 22, be ô normal lattices. If 22 is 2x
c.p. orc.b. and 2x s.s. 22, then 2x Alexandrov implies that 22 is Alexandrov.

Proof. Suppose vn £ MR(rr,-22) and vn^*v, v g MR(-2|). Since 2x s.s.

-25 and Cbi22) D Cbi2\), then we have

Pn^P, p„ = Un\ £ MRÍO , 2x) , fi - V\.

Since 2x is Alexandrov, p £ MR(er, 2x) and, consequently, v g MR(er, 22)

(since 22 is 2x c.p. or c.b.). Thus -22 is also an Alexandrov lattice.

Remark. If instead of-25 s.s. -22 we assume that 2x is ô and oí2\) cs(-2¡),

then in this case pn = vn\ is countable, additive, and, therefore, by Choquet's

capacity theorem [5], p„ £ MR(rr, 2x). Also, p„ ^ p = u\ £ Mi2x), but p <

p on 2x, where p £ MR(Ji) and piX) = píX), and since ¡fdp = f fdp

for all / G Cbi2x), pn -^ p ■ Hence p £ MR(c, 2\) since -2¡ is Alexandrov

and consequently p £ Mia, 2x), and if -22 is -25 c.b. then v g MR(er, 22)
and .22 is Alexandrov.

Note that if .25 and 22 are ô normal and Cí2x) = Cí22), which im-
plies that -25 separates 22, and if -22 is c.p., then 22 is -25 c.p. and
p G MR(ct , 2\ ). Then by Theorem 2.1 p extends uniquely to v £ MR(ca , 22).
In other words, we have

Corollary 3.1. Let 2X and 22 be ô normal, Ci22) = Ci2{), and 22 be c.p.
Then -25 Alexandrov implies that 22 is Alexandrov.

By Proposition 3.1, we also have

Corollary 3.2. If 2 is ô normal and c.p., then 2 is Zi2) c.p. and 2 is
also Alexandrov since ZÍ2) is Alexandrov.

Suppose 2x and 22 and ö normal lattices, 2x c 2, and C{2x) = Ci22).

Let p„ ^* p where pn £ MR(cr, -2J ) and p £ MR(-25 ). Then, if vn G

MR(ct , 22) is the unique extension of p„ , and v is that of p, we have vn ^ v

and v £ MR((7, -22) assuming -22 is Alexandrov. Therefore, p £ MR(rj, -25)

and .25 is Alexandrov. This fact together with Corollary 3.1 gives
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Corollary 3.3. If -25 and 22 are ô normal lattices, 22 is c.p. or c.b., and

Ci22) = C(Jz?5), then -25 is Alexandrov if and only if 22 is Alexandrov.

Proposition 3.2. If 2 isa ô normal and c.p. lattice of subsets of X and pn -^ p
where pn £ Mia ,2), p£ Mi2), then p £ Mia, 2).

Proof. Let p„ £ Mia, 2) and pn ^* p. The functional Q>n(f) — J fdpn is
a bounded linear functional of / G Cbí2) and, by A.R.T., we have Q>nif) =
¡fdp» = Jfdun, un £ MR(^), p„ÍX) = VniX), and p„ < vn on 2.
Since 2 is normal and c.p., we also have vn £ MR(cr, 2). Thus / f dvn —

jfdpn -, ¡fdp. Also, by A.R.T., <D(/) = ¡fdp = Jfdu, v £ MRL&)
and PÍX) = v(X) on 2 . Therefore, / f dvn —> / fdv or vn^> u . Since 2

is ö normal and c.p., by Corollary 3.2, v £ MR(cr, 2). On the other hand,

we have p < v on 2 . Therefore, p £ MR(a, 2).

Proposition 3.3. Let 2x and 22 be lattices of subsets of X. Suppose 2x sepa-
rates 22 and -2J is an Alexandrov lattice. If M(o, 22')nMR(22) c M (o, 22)
then 22 is also an Alexandrov lattice.

Proof. Let v„ ^ v where v„ g MR(cr, 22) and v £ MK(22). Since -25 is

an Alexandrov lattice and vn\ = pn £ MR(cr, -25), we have vn\ = pn ^+ v\ —

p £ MR(tr,-25). .25 actually coseparates .22 since -25 separates 22 and

2x is normal. It is not difficult to see that u £ MR(er, 22) since v must be

.¿'-regular on 2{ ; namely, v £ M\\(22) by hypothesis and v £ M(o, 22)

since v is .25-regular on 22'. Clearly, if M(o, 22') n MR(22) c M(o,22)
then v £ MR(cr, 22). Therefore, 22 is an Alexandrov lattice.

Let .25 be a lattice of subsets of X and 22 be a lattice of subsets of Y.

Again, we assume that -25 and 22 are à normal.

Let T:X —> Y be -25 - 22 continuous. Consider a mapping A:Cb(22) —»
Cb(2x) suchthat A is linear and bounded.

If the mapping A is defined by A g = gT where g £ Cb(22), then define the

adjoint map by A':Cb(2x)' ^ Cb(22)' where Cb(2)' is congruent to MR(2¿)
(a = 1, 2) and (A'®)(g) = <&(Ag). By A.R.T. we have O <- p, p £ MR(-25)
and A'O «-» v , v £ MR(^). Then, $>(Ag) = ¡Agdp and (A'<i>)(g) = ¡ gdv
for all g £ Cb(22) and consequently ,4':MR(-2i) -+ MR(-2^) where A'p = v
and Jygdu = (A'Q>)(g) = <t>(Ag) = JxAgdp = JxgTdp = JYgdpT~x,
g e Q(^2).

Note that A is a linear mapping and that /lgig2 = g\Tg2T - AgxAg2.

Therefore, A is an algebra homomorphism. Also, we have \\Ag\\ = ||^7"|| <

||g||. Indeed, A is bounded. If T is surjective then \\Ag\\ = \\g\\, i.e., A is an
isometry, and consequently A is invertible.

Some basic properties of A' are collected in the following.

Proposition 3.4. (a) If p > 0 then v = A'p > 0.

(b) A'p = v>pT~x on 22 and v(Y) = pT~x(Y).

(c) A'(IR(2x))cIR(22).
(d) A'\IR(£>t) is weakly continuous.

Proof. We show only (b). Further details can be found in [2]. We have
pT~x(L) = JLdpT-x = ¡yXLdpT-1 < ¡YgdpT~x = ¡Ygdu, where g £
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Cb(22) and xl < g < I ■ Therefore, pT~x(L) < v(L) for all L £ 22. If
g = 1, we obtain ¡Ydv - ¡YdpT~x . Hence v(Y) = pT~x(Y).

Proposition 3.5. (a) // 22 is c.p, then A'(MR(o, -25)) c MR(rj, 22).

(b) If T   is surjective and 2X   is   T~x(22)   c.b.,  then   MR(cr,-2^)   c

A'(MR(o,2x)).
(c) If (a) and (b) hold then, A'(MR(o, 2X)) = MR(o, 22).

Proof. Here we show only (a). Suppose 22 is c.p. Let p £ MR(tr, 2X) and

consider any element of ^'(MR(cr, 2x )), A'p. We must show that A'p = v£

MR(er, 22). By A.R.T. we have p <-> O and O is a-smooth. In fact, consider

{gn}, gn G Cb(22), g„ i 0. Then g„T [ 0 and, therefore, lim f g„Tdp =
0. However, lim/gnTdp = limjgndu = 0, which means <I> *-> v where

®is) = Jddv for all g G C¿,(-22). Since Q> is a-smooth and 22 is c.p., we
have A'p = v g MR(ct , 22). Hence y4'(MR(rj, -25 )) c MR(f7, 22).

Proposition 3.6. (1) Under the assumption Proposition 3.5 (a), if -25 is an
Alexandrov lattice and

Pn^p,        pn £ MR(ct,-25),

then A'pn ^ A'p and A'p„, A'p £ MR(ct , 22).
(2) Under the assumptions Proposition 3.5 (a), (b) and if A is surjective,

then -25 Alexandrov implies that 22 is Alexandrov.

Proof. (1) Since -25 is Alexandrov, we have p„ ^ p, p £ MR(a, -25). Then,

by Proposition 3.4(d), A'p„ -, A'p . By Proposition 3.5(a), A'ptn £ MR(u, 22)

and A'p g A'(MR(a, -25)) c MR(<7, 22).

(2) Let vn £ MR(o,22). Then v„ ^ v £ MR(22). By Proposition 3.5(b),
we have u„ = A'pn , pn G MR(a, -25) and v = A'p, p g MR(-25). Since A is

surjective, we have / Ag dp„ = J g dvn -, J gdv = J Agdp. Hence p„ ^* p.

Since -25 is Alexandrov, p g MR(ct, -25). Therefore, by Proposition 3.5(a),

A'p = v £ MR(ff, -22). Hence 22 is Alexandrov.

Thus, under the above assumptions, the measure defined on Alexandrov lat-

tices is invariant under adjoint mappings.
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